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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Sarah O Fallen was nothing like the people she d met
in the Hells Redemption Motorcycle Club. She was a nurse, whose heart focused on saving lives and
harming none, seeing everything in nothing but blacks and whites. Except, all that changed on a
random Friday afternoon. After spending a night in jail, for a crime she didn t commit, something
changed in her. Sarah found herself amongst shades of gray, where the world wasn t fair and
choices were often made in the heat of the moment. Lukas Fallen Belrose, the infamous man-whore
and Sergeant in Arms of HR, had only ever cared about three things in life: his club, his band, and
the women in his bed. With a hair-trigger and a cold, heartless side of his personality, he was far
from ideal boyfriend material. That didn t keep him from wanting Sarah, however. But can their
relationship survive the drama - the club violence, his reputation? Will Sarah be able to make a life
in the crazy MC world she s stumbled into? Or will her universe collapse, making...
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector Cole Jr .
This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full looking
over this ebook.
-- Jua nita Reynolds
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